Modulation instability, rogue wave and spectral analysis are investigated for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with the higher-order terms. The modulation instability distribution characteristics from the sixth-order to the eighth-order nonlinear Schrödinger equations are studied. Higher-order dispersion terms are closely related to the distribution of modulation stability regime, and n-order dispersion term corresponds to n − 2 modulation stability curves in the modulation instability band. Based on the generalized Darboux transformation method, the higher-order rational solutions are constructed. Then the compact algebraic expression of the Nth-order rogue wave is given. Dynamic phenomena of firstto third-order rogue waves are illustrated, which exhibit meaningful structures. Two arbitrary parameters play important roles in the rogue wave solution. One can control deflection of crest of rogue wave and its width, while the other can cause the change of width and amplitude of rogue wave. When it comes to the third-order rogue wave, three typical nonlinear wave constructions, namely fundamental, circular and triangular are displayed and discussed. Through the spectral analysis on first-order rogue wave, when these parameters satisfy certain conditions, it occurs a transition between W-shaped soliton and rogue wave.
Introduction
It has been extensive interests in studying rogue waves in recent years. Rogue wave was first put forward conceptually in the ocean [1] . Rogue waves are relatively large and spontaneous waves, whose appearance may result in catastrophic damage [2] . Large amplitude, unexpected, coming out from nowhere without warning and suddenly vanishing away without trace, are the basic characteristics [3] . In general, the nonlinear partial differential equation satisfying the fiber communication model, for the stable solution, under the interaction of the dispersion term and the nonlinear term, there will be instability, which is called modulation instability (MI). MI is a basic nonlinear process of exponential increase with some small perturbations superimposed on the background of continuous waves in nonlinear dispersive media. MI of monochromatic nonlinear waves is a possible cause of the generation of rogue waves, which bursts sporadically more than the average level of the water surface. It is considered that MI is a most ubiquitous kind of instability in the nature world [4] . It exists both in the continuum and in the discrete nonlinear wave equations [5] . Since Benjamin and Feir's groundbreaking hydrodynamics construction [6] , MI has played a prominent role in diverse areas of scientific research, for example, plasma physics [7] , nonlinear optics [8] , and fluid dynamics [9] .
In fact, the above mentioned instability can result in self-induced modulation of incoming continuous waves with subsequent local pulses, which may be discovered in many physical systems. Due to the presence of this phenomenon, there are many interesting physical effects, such as break-up of deep water-gravity waves in the ocean, the formation of envelope solitons in electrical transmission lines and optical fibers, as well as the formation of cavitons in plasmas.
Different distributions of the MI gain can lead to distinct pattern of nonlinear dynamic phenomena [10] . The dispersion 
Nowadays many methods have been developed to investigate rogue waves of the nonlinear systems, such as the Darboux transformation (DT) [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] , Hirota method [45] [46] [47] [48] , nonlocal symmetry method [49] . Based on the generalized DT, higher-order rogue waves will be generated for Eq. (2) . For the parameter of δ 2 , many papers [50] [51] [52] 
, this setting has certain convenient features. Here, we also set δ 2 = 1 2 in Eq. (2) . Via the analytical rational expressions and MI characteristics, the dynamics of rogue waves will be studied in detail.
It is also our purpose here to investigate how to use the spectral features of the propagating wave envelope to reveal the existence of nonlinearity and rogue wave in a short time before the occurrence of a special rogue wave event. To establish the results, we apply the spectral analysis approach [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] to the first-order rogue wave solutions of Eq. (2).
The remainder of our article is constructed as follows. In Section 2, MI distribution features of the NLS equation with different higher-order nonlinear and dispersion terms will be discussed according to MI analysis theory. By virtue of the generalized DT of the sixth-order NLS equation, a concrete expression of the N-order rogue wave solutions will be given in Section 3. In Section 4, Utilizing the expressions obtained in the previous section, the first-order, second-order, and third-order exact rogue wave solutions are presented, where their dynamic behavior are also analyzed. Section 5 is devoted to spectral analysis on the first-order rogue wave. Finally, some conclusions are given.
Modulation instability
MI is observed in a time-averaged way and usually triggered from a continuous wave or quasi-continuous wave. The continuous wave condition is corresponding to an effectively unbounded MI domain. Then it can yield information on average behavior of the nonlinear process and the general tendencies for instability, but usually prevents time-resolved of the stochastic dynamics. MI symmetry breaking can occur for the reason of higher-order dispersion [58] . MI is the basic mechanism for generating of rogue wave solutions. MI is an interactive gain procedure that generates priority frequency intervals between patterns [59] . Studied here is the MI analysis on continuous waves for the NLS equation with different higher-order dispersion terms, in order to reveal the MI features considering of higher-order dispersion effects. The plane wave solution of system (1) has the following form
There are three real constants, wave number k, amplitude A and frequency of background ω. Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq.
(2), it can be obtained that
According to the MI theory, we add a small perturbation function p(z, t) to the plane-wave solution. Then a perturbation solution can be derived as
where p(z, t) = me i(Kz+Ωt) + ne −i(Kz+Ωt) , Ω indicates the disturbance frequency, and m, n are both small parameters. Substituting the perturbation solution (5) into the sixth-order NLS equation (2), it can generate a system of linear homogeneous equations for m and n. Based on the existence conditions for solutions of linear homogeneous equations, that is, the determinant of coefficient matrix of m and n is equal to 0, which gives rise to a dispersion relation equation. By solving this dispersion relation equation, MI gain can be obtained
Similar to the above calculation process, we also obtain the MI gain functions of the seventh-order (i.e. δ 2 = 1 2 , δ 7 0, δ 3 · · · δ 6 = 0 in Eq. (1)) and eighth-order (i.e. δ 2 = 1 2 , δ 8 0, δ 3 · · · δ 7 = 0 in Eq. (1)) NLS equation, respectively. Their exact expressions are as follows
and
From the above analysis, it appears that there exists two distinctive MI and modulation stability (MS) regions. Comparing their MI gain functions of NLS equations with different order dispersion terms, we can obtain the distribution law of MS curves in the MI band.
• When δ 2 = 1 2 and the remaining δ i = 0, i = 3, 4, 5, · · · , the system (1) is reduced to classical NLS equation. And the highest power of g 2 (ω) is equal to 0, namely, g 2 (ω) = 1. Therefore, no MS region exists in the MI band (|Ω| < 2A), which is described in Fig. 1 
(a).
• When the above-described conditions wherein δ 3 = 0 becomes δ 3 0, the system (1) is transformed into third-order NLS equation. And the highest power of g 3 (ω) is 1, i.e. a simple factor of ω. It appears that an MS curve exists in the MI band (|Ω| < 2A), which is described in Fig. 1(b) .
• When the above-described conditions wherein δ 4 = 0 becomes δ 4 0, the system (1) can be degenerated to fourthorder NLS equation. The highest power of g 4 (ω) is 2. There exists an MS elliptic ring in the MI band (|Ω| < 2A), which is described in Fig. 1 
(c).
• When the above-described conditions wherein δ 5 = 0 becomes δ 5 0, then we can transform (1) into fifth-order NLS equation. The highest power of g 5 (ω) is 3. Both an MS curve and an MS quasi-elliptic ring occur in the MI band (|Ω| < 2A), which is illustrated in Fig. 1 
(d).
• When the above-described conditions wherein δ 6 = 0 becomes δ 6 0, we can transform (1) into sixth-order NLS equation. And the highest power of g 6 (ω) is 4. There are two MS quasi-elliptic rings in the MI band (|Ω| < 2A), which is illustrated in Fig. 1 
(e).
• When the above-described conditions wherein δ 7 = 0 becomes δ 7 0, and Eq. (1) is reduced to seventh-order NLS equation. The highest power of g 7 (ω) is 5. There exists an MS curve and two MS quasi-elliptic rings in the MI band.
(|Ω| < 2A), see Fig. 1 
(f).
• When the above-described conditions wherein δ 8 = 0 becomes δ 8 0, we can transform (1) into eighth-order NLS equation. And the highest power of g 8 (ω) is 6. Then it reveals that two MS curves and two MS quasi-elliptic rings exist in the MI band (|Ω| < 2A). The distribution of this case is illustrated in Fig. 1(g) .
The MI distribution features of all above higher-order dispersion NLS equations are illustrated by Figs. 1(a-g ). According to the above analysis process, it is evident that there exist two arbitrary parameters, namely higher order dispersion coefficient δ i , i = 2, 3, 4 · · · and amplitude A. These parameters control the MS distribution of system (1) in MI band. By adjusting the parameters, the MS quasi-elliptic and MS elliptic ring can be completely contained within the MI band or intersected at the MI boundary, the latter case yields two curves in MI band. By analyzing the expressions in Eq. (6), we can discuss the MI distribution characteristics of the sixth-order NLS equation (2) . Obviously, g 6 is a polynomial about ω and its highest power is 4. If this polynomial factor is decomposed into the product form of a single factor, then we can get four solutions, which shows that G 6 has four curves in the frequency plane (ω, Ω). Here, Fig. 1 It is easy to find that Fig. 1 only shows one case where the MS ellipse is contained in the MI band, i.e. the semilong axis of the MS ellipse less than 2. When choosing appropriate values of parameters to make the semi-long axis of the MS ellipse greater than 2, we can get another case that only the MS curves exists in the MI band. From Fig. 1(g ), there appears that the MS elliptic ring in the middle degenerates into two MS curves. From the standard NLS equation to eighth-order dispersion NLS equation, the number of the MS curves are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively; and the highest power of g i (ω), (i = 2, 3, . . .) are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, respectively. So we can obtain relation among them, which is listed in Table 1 . 
Gneralized Darboux Transformation for the sixth-order NLS equation
So as to study rational solution for the sixth-order NLS equation (2), we will construct a generalized DT in this section.
Starting from the following linear spectral problems of Eq. (2), namely,
where B 3 = −16δ 6 |q| 2 q − 8δ 6 q tt , B 4 = 16iδ 6 q t , B 5 = 32δ 6 q, B 6 = 0, and eigenfunction Ψ = (ψ 1 , φ 1 ) † , ψ 1 and φ 1 denote complex functions with z and t, † means matrix transpose, * denotes the complex conjugation, λ is an spectral parameter of the linear spectral problem (9) . It is clearly that U z −V t +UV −VU = 0, which is the compatibility condition of (9), can directly give rise to Eq. (2).
Supposing that Ψ = (ψ 1 , φ 1 ) † is a fundamental solution based on the above spectral problem. Then the basic DT for Eq. (2) has the form
where
In the general case, assuming similarly that 2) is thereby inferred that
† , and
Considering an elementary solution cannot be iterated many times by the above method, it is necessary to construct the generalized DT to overtake this difficulty. Therefore, suppose that Ψ 1 = Ψ 1 (λ 1 + ), which is a special solution of (9) with q[0] at λ = λ 1 + , applying the taylor expansion on Ψ 1 at = 0 yields
with a small parameter and Ψ
1 is the solution of (9) with q=q[0] at λ = λ 1 .
The 1-fold generalized DT
According to the basic DT (10), we can easily derive the 1-fold generalized DT formulas, that is
1 , and
The 2-fold generalized DT
Apparently, T [1]Ψ 1 is the solution of (9) 
it gives a nonzero solution of the system (9) with q[1] at λ = λ 1 . Hence, 2-fold generalized DT can be constructed, namely
with
The 3-fold generalized DT
Continuing the similar process above, we give 3-fold generalized DT. Under the following conditions
1 ) = 0, and applying the limit method,
thus a nontrivial solution can be obtained for the Lax pair (9) with q[2] at λ = λ 1 . Then the 3-fold generalized DT is naturally deduced as follows
The N-fold generalized DT
Repeating N times of the above process, it naturally gives rise to the expression of N-fold generalized DT, which reads
Combining and simplifying the above formulas (13) (14) (15) (16) , it follows a compact formula for N-order rational solution of (2) that
In the following section, we can utilize the above formula to derive an arbitrary order rogue wave for (2) . Then it follows their dynamic behavior illustrations.
Rogue wave solutions
Having established the result of generalized DT, attention is now given to constructing higher-order rogue waves for (2) . For this purpose, assuming the seed solution
The problem that a seed solution cannot be iterated by basic DT, can be solved by constructing its generalized DT. And then substituting Eq. (18) into Eq. (9), the corresponding fundamental vector solution can be obtained, that is
where ξ is a small real parameter. Setting λ = − 1 2 a + i + ξ 2 and expanding Ψ 1 at ξ = 0, it arrives at
Here, vector function Ψ
1 has the following explicit expression
1 ) † satisfies the system (9) with spectral parameter
Therefore, utilizing the formula (17) with N = 1, it suffices to obtain first-order rogue wave of (2) , that is
where 
Obviously, there are two arbitrary parameters a and δ 6 in the expression for q [1] , the latter is the sixth-order dispersion coefficient. Next, we fix δ 6 to analyze the dynamic of rogue wave solution with changing of frequency a. Taking the case of a = 0 as a criterion, when a < 0, the crest of rogue wave occurs counterclockwise deflection; while a > 0, the crest occurs clockwise deflection. In addition, the width of the crest changes. As |a| increases, the deflection angle of crest of rogue wave increases, and so does its width. Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the above dynamic characteristics. Now, we fix a to be any particular constant and take limit on
As the absolute value of δ 6 increases, the modulus of q[1] gradually reverts to a constant background plane; the rogue wave gradually disappeared and the energy gradually decreased. Without loss of generality, fix a = 0, Fig. 4 shows this evolution process in the first-order rogue wave structure by varing parameter δ 6 . For δ 6 = 0, Eq.(1) degenerates into the standard NLS equation, and it follows that the amplitude of |q [1] | is equal to 3. Similar to the computational process of Section 3.2, taking limit
and using the obtained formula (17) with N = 2, it is not hard to adduce the second-order rogue wave. Since the expression of this solution is too cumbersome, we only show its dynamic behavior, which are illustrated by Figs. 5 and 6. The corresponding contour map of Fig. 6 is demonstrated in Fig. 7 . Substituting m 1 = 0, n 1 = 0 into Eq. (17), the second-order fundamental rogue wave solution can be derived, and there exists a maximum value 5 at point (0, 0) in the (t, z) plane, see Fig. 5 . However, when only changing a parameter m 1 = 100, the fundamental structure disappears, there appears a triplet structure containing three first-order rogue waves. Similarly, the deflation properties in first-order rogue wave also exist in the above two kinds of second-order rogue wave structures . To see this, the evolution process of this corresponding rogue wave structure is demonstrated in Fig. 7 with varying a. Applying formula (17) with N = 3, it then follows the third-order rogue wave solution. Here, we just show three types of third-order rogue wave solutions, fundamental pattern, triangular pattern and circular pattern rogue wave, respectively, see Fig. 8 . The first row are the three-dimensional graphs, and the second row are the corresponding density maps.
The amplitude of third-order fundamental rogue wave reaches maximum value 7 at point (0, 0) in the (t, z) plane. Obviously, these rogue waves are symmetrical, which can be seen from Figs. 8(d-f). They also possess the above deflection characteristics. 
Spectral analysis of rogue waves
Our attention is now turned to spectral analysis on rogue wave solution for Eq. (22) in this section. In [53] , it appears that the specific triangular spectrum for a Peregrine rogue wave could be applied to early warning of rogue waves by spectral measurements. The spectrum analysis is referred to as a useful method in predicting and exciting of rogue wave solutions in the nonlinear fiber [54, 55] . For more conveniently to calculate the spectral of first-order rogue wave solution,
we take δ 6 = 1 12 in Eq. (22) . It then follows that
Now we perform spectrum analysis approach on the above derived first-order rogue wave solution by the Fourier transformation as follows
From the solution (25) , it is inferred that the rogue wave solution contains two parts, a plane wave and a variable signal part. It is clear that the plane wave background becomes infinity and the integral is a δ function, so we omit the spectrum of plane wave background. The corresponding modulus of the rogue wave signal is given by
where β = β + a.
Firstly, from the perspective of the bottom row of Fig. 9 to analyze, it is clear that the spectrum of the solution (25) with different a has strong symmetry properties. And then combined with the expression (27) , when a ± . From the perspective of MI gain function (6), it can be adduced that
where A is the amplitude, Ω is the perturbed frequency and a is the frequency of background. By setting A = 1, Ω = 0 and g 6 = 0, it follows
then there is a transformation of two sates here, which happens between the rogue wave and the W-shaped soliton in the region of zero-frequency MS. Figure 9 : The first row displays density figures of two first-order rogue waves and a W-shaped soliton solutions in Eq. (25) with a = 0, 2, and 1 5 75 − √ 165, from left to right, respectively. The bottom row displays the spectrum dynamics of |F(β, z)| in Eq. (27) .
In order to demonstrate the impact of the parameter δ 6 , we will give the spectrum analysis of the rogue wave solution by selecting a = 0 in Eq. (22) for convenience. It thus transpires that
Similarly, when δ 6 − 1 60 , the spectrum of the solution (30) also possesses specific triangular spectrum of a Peregrine rogue wave. In addition, their spectrum share the same features with different parameters as above Eq. (25) . Obviously, a little change appears in δ 6 , a big change presents in the corresponding triangular widening spectrum in contrast with above condition. Setting δ 6 = − 1 60 , the solution (30) is a W-shaped soliton, presented in Fig. 10(c) . Its corresponding spectrum appears in banded form, see Fig. 10 . 
Summary and discussions
In conclusion, MI of the continuous wave background has been investigated for the NLS equation with different higher-order dispersion term. The MI distribution characteristics from the sixth-order to the eighth-order NLS equations are studied in detail. There are two arbitrary parameters, namely, higher-order dispersion term δ i , i = 3, 4, . . . and amplitude A. These parameters control the MS distribution of the NLS with different higher-order dispersion terms in the MI band. By adjusting the parameters, the MS quasi-elliptic and MS elliptic ring can be completely contained within the MI band or intersected at the MI boundary, the latter case yields two curves in the MI band. g i is a polynomial with ω, and its highest power of ω is closely related to how many MS curves can exist in the MI band. It is adduced that the high-order dispersion terms indeed affect the distribution of the MS regime, n-order dispersion term corresponds to n − 2 modulation stability curves in the MI band. Here, we do not consider the case of NLS equation with multiple dispersion terms, only considering the case with a higher-order dispersion term, it is inferred that the distribution of MS curve in the MI band is not affected. Therefore, when multiple different order dispersion terms exist simultaneously, the higher-order dispersion term plays the main role in the distribution of MS curve in the MI band.
In addition, we have proposed rogue waves of the NLS with sixth-order dispersion term. By constructing the generalized DT, we give compact algebraic expression of Nth-order rogue waves (17) . Then the exact expression of first-order rogue wave is demonstrated. Since expressions of high-order rogue waves are too cumbersome, we demonstrate its dynamic behavior through pictures. There are two arbitrary parameters a and δ 6 , the sign of the former determines the direction of deflection and the magnitude of the absolute value affects the angle of deflection and the width of rogue wave solution. While the latter can cause the change of the width and amplitude of rogue wave. For the first-to third-order rogue waves, they all own the deflection properties mentioned above. For the third-order rogue wave solution, three kinds of structures, that is fundamental, triangular, and circular, are illustrated in Fig. 8 , and their dynamic behavior features are discussed in detail.
Via the spectrum analysis approach on first-order rogue wave, It has been found that arbitrary parameters a and δ 6 have effects on the spectrum of the solution (25) . Fixing δ 6 = 1 12 , when a ± 1 5 75 ± 5 √ 165, the solution has specific triangular spectrum for a Peregrine rogue wave and the value of a is related to the size of the triangular spectrum; when a = ± 1 5 75 ± 5 √ 165, the solution is reduced to a W-shaped soliton, which is not localized in temporal and spatial context and the spectrum is banded. Similarly, fixing a, when δ 6 satisfies certain constraint, the spectrum of the solution (30) also presents the specific triangular spectrum or banded spectrum, which correspond to the rogue wave solution or W-shaped soliton solution, respectively.
Finally, it is worthy to mention that we will further study the excitation conditions and numerical analysis of various nonlinear waves and their corresponding positions in the MI gain plane in the future.
